INTRODUCTION
Present trends in communication and embedded technologies enabled the manufacturing of miniature, inexpensive, low-power, multifunctional devices, called sensor nodes. These nodes are low power devices having one or more sensors, provided with a radio. Such a node uses various sensors like mechanical, biological, chemical, optical etc. to monitor different parameters of the environment. Generalized architecture of wireless sensor node is shown in Fig. 1 .Generally sensor node consist of a sensing unit, a processing unit, a communication unit, and a power source or energy source. Sensing section consists of a sensor and Analog to Digital Convertor (ADC), where the analog signals produced by the sensors are converted to digital signals by the ADC. It is then given to the processing unit (comprising the processor and storage). The communication unit acts as the link between the sensor node and the network. The power scavenging source generally derives energy from solar and battery power. Energy consumption is the most important factor in determining the life of a Wireless Sensor Networks(WSNs),as the sensor nodes are limited by very low energy resources for tasks involving data sensing, processing etc. Therefore optimization of energy techniques in WSNs is essential. This can be addressed by taking into account the issues related to energy awareness in every aspect of design and operation of each sensor node. Different methodologies can be uniquely applied to enhance the life of sensor nodes [1] . For long running operation of WSNs the power from the secondary or primary source should be utilized effectively. Techniques for minimizing the energy consumption in the radio transceiver (transmitting, receiving) might not be sufficient to fully address the issues related to energy utilization. Hence energy management schemes, at radio level needs to be complemented with (or replaced by) suitable management schemes for energy-conservation at the sensor level. These techniques operate to reduce data samples rather than the number of transmitted messages. This Paper gives an overview of design layout of various methods of energy conservation at sensor level. It also gives features of these methods along with a comparison among them. Strategies for reducing the power consumption at the radio level are surveyed in [2] and interested readers can refer to it. Further energy savings can also be obtained by considering data compression [3] [4], predictive monitoring model [5] , topology management architecture [6] [7] ,data aggregation [8] [9] , adaptive or dynamic duty cycle [10] .
The remaining part of the paper is organized as follows. Section II discusses the general approaches to energy conservation at sensor level and introduces the two main approaches (duty-cycling, adaptive sensing). In Section III we break down this high-level classification, highlight the adaptive sensing schemes and their comparison. Finally, the paper concludes with Section IV.
II. GENERAL APPROACHES FOR SENSOR ENERGY MANAGEMENT
Sensor networks in applications for monitoring, surveillance rely on a philosophy of synchronous operation, where readings are carried out with a given sampling frequency [11] . Two main approaches can be taken to reduce the energy consumed by a node, i.e., duty cycling and adaptive sensing as shown in Fig 2. In Duty cycling system, sensors wakes up when it needs to acquire a new set of samples and powering it off immediately afterwards. This gives optimal management of energy provided that, the phenomenon to be monitored are timeinvariant and known in advance. Also in duty cycling scheme the sampling rate is larger than necessary, which causes wastage of energy. A more suitable approach is an adaptive sensing strategy, which is capable to dynamically adapt the sensor activity to the real dynamics of the process. The Media Access Control (MAC) scheme has to provide a set of inputs for sleep/awake schedule to support duty cycle mechanisms. Then the application layer monitors the duty cycling scheme so that it can acquire data according to the sensing strategy. This paper gives a detailed description of adaptive sensing techniques. 
CLASSIFICATION OF ADAPTIVE SENSING METHODOLOGIES
The layout for the classification is shown in Fig. 3 . Adaptive sensing can be implemented by exploiting three different approaches, i.e., hierarchical sensing, adaptive sampling, and model-based active sensing. Here different sensors have their own energy, accuracy and power consumption. Final data is obtained by processing the output from different sensor nodes. There is always a conflict between accuracy and energy efficiency. Complex, highly accurate sensors are less energy efficient than the simple sensor nodes. The common setup is that the events are triggered by using the simple sensors and complex sensors are used for measuring the readings. Hence this technique helps to select dynamically the sensors in a sensing field. It can be classified as the trigger level and multi scale/multilevel [12] .
Trigger level
In this method the complex sensors are actively woken up after detecting an event in the sensing field. The activation of such complex sensors by sensing an event is called trigger level sensing Detection of some activity in the sensing environment is referred to as triggered sensing. Here the structure to be monitored is divided into regions, within which the sensing units are capable of detecting the events. All the activities are controlled by a master node which controls all the activities of the network.
Multi-Level
Hierarchical method can be effectively be utilized if we know the region within the sensing field which requires more accurate observations. This is obtained by depending on the layout of the sensing network having a mixture of simple and complex nodes. Hence highly precise ones are put in areas where accurate data collection is required. Such methods which use the above features are called multi-level.
Adaptive sampling
Here the sensor sampling rate is dynamically adjusted based on correlation of data based on temporal/spatial domain and amount of residual energy, when the node is able to harvest from the surroundings.
Activity Based sampling
Activity-driven adaptive sampling exploits the correlation (both temporal and spatial) among the acquired data as shown in Fig. 3 .Here the sampling rate is adjusted in accordance with the physical environment. A spatial correlated approach has been investigated in [13] where the authors introduce the backcasting scheme. Here, the main view is that nodes are not necessarily to sense the field in a uniform way. The idea behind is that more nodes should be active in those areas where the statistical variation of the reading is high In this scenario the process of waking up the necessary number of sensors is done in two steps. In the first step only a subset of nodes are activated and statistical estimate of sensing is evaluated. Several steps are involved in the estimation process. At first, the sensors are activated within a sensing field in a number of subsquares with a non-uniform resolution; the smaller the spatial variation of the observed phenomenon the larger the sub-square associated with the location. Then clusters are formulated, each of which is controlled by a cluster-head. Finally, the data is sent to a fusion center. The second step is called refinement; the fusion center may activate additional sensors in the areas where the spatial correlation among the data is low. This is realized by a "backcast" procedure where the fusion center sends an activation message to those cluster-heads residing in the smallest square areas generated in the first phase. In this procedure more nodes are active in those areas where the variation of the sensing parameter is high . A spatial Correlation-based Collaborative MAC protocol (CC-MAC) is suggested in [14] which controls medium access and prevents redundant transmissions from closely located sensors. The information obtained by the Iterative Node Selection is broadcast to sensor nodes during the network setup and it is used during the operational phase. CC-MAC also prevents of redundant information transmission.
Temporal correlation approach has been investigated in [15] , where the authors proposed an adaptive sampling algorithm for minimizing the energy consumption of a sensor in a snowy environment. The suggested algorithm dynamically estimates the current maximum frequency of the signal. The harvesting-aware adaptive sampling method [16] takes into account the residual and the forecast energy coming from the harvester system. The approach requires the development of models to characterize the increase in energy with time and the energy consumption of sensor units. The non ideality of the system of harvesters has been modeled by considering both the loss in charging operation due to the non-ideal charging efficiency and the leakage current of the energy storage. The problem related to energy variation has been reformulated as a tracking of linear-quadratic decision which is solved with a simple ad-hoc control law [17] .
Model-based Active Sensing
In this method ,the proposed model predicts next, hence avoids sampling at the nodes in regular intervals. Both nodes and sink can be modeled to be of the same characteristics. The optimality of this approach is obtained from the accuracy of the model and the nature of the process to be monitored. The advantage of this type of modeling is that model-based active sensing reduces the energy needed for the acquisition of data and also decreases the amount of data that is sent to the sink by discarding the redundant data.
This type of approach was first proposed in [18] in the framework of the Barbie-Q (BBQ) query system. Here the approach is such a way that the query system has a probabilistic model and a query planner, both present in the sink. A probability density function (pdf) over a set of attributes is derived, spatial and/or temporal correlations are exploited from these values. Query plan and other relevant data are built by planner. For example, when a user wants to evaluate the temperature, the planner selects the subset of sensors to be contacted and the quantities to be sampled.
Another approach has been suggested in [19] , where an Adaptive Sampling Approach to Data Collection (ASAP) is introduced. In contrast with BBQ, ASAP splits the network into Group of sensors called clusters. Cluster heads are elected by cluster formation head. Statistical correlation of sensor readings and the hop count determines the factors for forming the cluster. The correlation-based sampler selection is performed at each cluster head and aims to determine the sampler nodes that capture the best spatial and temporal correlations among the other sensor readings. Sensor readings are collected from sampler nodes that have been selected.
Besides the sensing model, the author also defines a routing protocol which takes into account the energy spent for both sensing and communication. Additional sampling is performed in Sensors that are not relaying. The routes where data is sampled with lower frequency are the routes where nodes spend more energy for sampling. Table 1 shows the comparison of the above described energy management schemes. Here the sensors are identified based on complexity. 
IV. CONCLUSION
In this paper various approaches for energy conservation in wireless sensor networks at sensor level has been investigated. We think that the field of energy conservation in data acquisition and processing has not been fully explored yet, so that there is room for developing convenient techniques to reduce the energy consumption of the sensors.. Another interesting point is that most of the solutions proposed in this paper assumes that the energy consumption of the sensors is much higher than the energy consumption at radio terminal. This assumption matches with the many of the real world applications. Data accuracy, energy efficiency and applications of various categories of energy management schemes are illustrated in Table 1 .
